
Lift Standing Desk Ð Work at the right height
for you

The Lift Desk is an adjustable height workbench. You can lift it from sitting
to bar to standing desk height to cater for varied working needs.   

Designed as a generous one-person workstation. At seated height, the
frame provides two useful shelves. Back to back, or against a wall, itÕs
perfect for a serious home office or larger workspace.   

Two people can adjust the Lift Standing DeskÕs worktop to three different
heights - seated desking (738mm), bar (912mm) and standing desk height
(1095mm). 
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Materials All Opendesks are made from quality, FSC-certified baltic plywood.
Coming from managed forestry itÕs good to know your desk was
sustainably grown.

License CC BY

You can use and adapt the design for any purpose, even commercially, as
long as you credit the designer.

Under the following terms: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

Pricing Get quotes directly from makers near you:

* Request and receive quotes (typically within 48 hours)
* Choose your preferred maker-quote and pay online
* Receive your locally-made furniture direct from the maker

Designers Designed and shared openly by:

Joni Steiner

Nick Ierodiaconou

Joni is a qualified architect and designer with the YAYA shortlisted
architecture and strategic design firm 00:/ (zero zero). Part of the TED Prize
winning WikiHouse design team, he was Lead Designer for Bristol Urban
Beach, offices for the Association of Photographers and the RIBA Award
winning Manor Works enterprise & community centre in Sheffield. Joni
developed the original range of open-source furniture for Mint Digital and
Hub Westminster and continues to evolve this with Opendesk.

Despite his background working on cultural and civic projects, Joni likes
nothing better than getting his hands dusty in a CNC shop.

Nick is Head of Product at Opendesk and co-designer of the original open
source Lean Desk. He is also a co-founder of the TED Prize winning
WikiHouse open source construction standard, co-founder and lead
designer of the FabHub platform, and co-founder of The Civic Crowd.

As a fully qualified architect with the YAYA shortlisted and RIBA Award
winning architecture and design firm 00 (zero zero), Nick has led and
worked on various commercial and residential projects including the
offices for the Association of Photographers and the RIBA Award winning
Manor Works.

Nick has been guest speaker at various conferences and events including
SketchUpÕs Basecamp 2014, the Open Hardware Summit 2014, Maker
Faire 2013, and the Cambridge University Technology Ventures
Conference 2013.
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